SUMMARY The 64Cu incorporation into uncloned fibroblast cultures from 16 Menkes disease mothers and 19 first and second degree female relatives was examined.
Menkes steely hair syndrome is an X linked recessive disorder of copper metabolism. The clinical picture includes specific copper deficiency symptoms, such as defective keratinisation and pigmentation of hair, degenerative changes of the elastic tissue in the aorta and blood vessels, and scorbutic bone changes.12 In addition, progressive psychomotor retardation with seizures and temperature instability results in early death.
At the cellular level the disturbance of the copper metabolism results in accumulation of the metal in several cell types3-5 including cells cultured in vitro.6-8 Affected males can be diagnosed by increased uptake of labelled copper in cultured fibroblasts and amniotic fluid cells.9 10 According to the Lyon hypothesis, female heterozygotes would be expected to possess both normal and mutant cells.'1 In a previous paper a mosaic pattern Copper uptake studies were performed according to the method described previously.9 12 In each test both Menkes and normal cell lines were included.
Results
The mean 20-hour incorporation of labelled copper into cell lines from subjects of various genotypes are presented in the table.
The incorporation values into Menkes and normal cell lines using F12 medium supplemented with 20% fetal calf serum were similar to those reported previously.9 On the basis of the protein content, the mean copper uptake into Menkes fibroblasts was about three times higher than that of normal controls, and no overlap existed between the two genotypes. 
